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About This Game

Welcome to one of the most immersive VR experiences ever created for virtual reality. With our industry first custom player
interfaces, CubeWorks is designed to challenge the gamer’s spatial manipulation and problem solving abilities as they advance
through various stages in a top-secret laboratory. Unlock new abilities, conditions, and pieces in this watershed moment for the

VR gaming world.

Enter the Quantum Cube disposal facility, where you will need to use your hands and wits to solve challenging spatial puzzles in
a fully immersive VR environment. Improve your abilities in a wide variety of stages, from fast-paced speed rounds to brain-

bending puzzles. Discover new environments as you progress through the facility and aim for the top by getting the highest score
on the leaderboards.

• HTC Vive & Oculus Rift supported (PlayStation VR coming soon)

• More than 20 stages across 5 immersive levels in the futuristic Quantum Cube Disposal Facility

• Online Leaderboards -- can you reach the highest score?
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Title: CubeWorks
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
TinMoon Studios
Publisher:
TinMoon Studios
Release Date: 31 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer

Processor: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 / AMD R9 290 equivalent or greater

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Addicting isn't a strong enough word for CubeWorks. With multiple different game modes from solving puzzles to frantic tetris-
like high score stages, there really is a lot to take in here. Multiple different environments with lots of replayability across all
levels, you won't find yourself getting bored.

Takes a little practice to figure out combos and multi-matches (I strongly recommend going through the tutorial) but once you
get it down, there's really a lot of options and strategy that you can implement in your play style.

CubeWorks really uses the VR medium well and makes use of your play area. One of the better VR games I've played to date,
and I've played a lot. If you like puzzles, or games like Tetris or Job Simulator for those frantic moments, you'll be very happy
with this game.. Nice VR game, starts off easy enough, but by the time you reach the last few stages things get a bit harder.

I like that you can pick the blocks up by pointing at them.

The environments are decent with a good sense of immersion.

Could do with a bit more content but still an enjoyable VR game if you like puzzle type of games.. I really liked this game. It's
uniquely VR title and a puzzle game - kinda like Tetris but in VR. The first few levels were very easy and just required
matching blocks. As the game progressed into the second and thrid environments, it added more complexity including a
throwing game and special power ups that made it fun and replayable. I would recommend this game to anyone looking for a
non-shoorter VR game.. Definitely a great buy for VR games. It's a great puzzle game to show off to people who have never
seen VR before, but is complex enough to have infinite replay value. I got to play a beta version of this game before it was
available, and as a result, bought it. The lower levels are fantastic no stress puzzles, ramping up in intensity the more you play.
Each level is also quick, so you can have friends over and easily take turns playing together.. An amazing game! Even though I
may be stuck on a level that is besides the point, It shows the amazing work the team put into it! Ever since I played that game in
PlayNYC I couldn't stop coming back! I bought the game for myself and played it for an hour and havn't really touched it then,
my Computer is getting repaired so it's hard to play VR with nothing to play it on. Let's get back on track, The ambient noises of
the levels are amazing! I feel like I'm actually sitting there in a factory, the levels them selves are amzing too! The rundown
areas look equally as good as the fully futureistic areas. I remember the first time I played this I though oh I gotta smash the
cubes to break them then I find out they do it on there own... THANKYOU! Also if you're a fan of puzzle games get this game
you'll love it! Some bads though is that sometimes even when you have the cubes lined up it doesn't click them together so you
gotta hope to get lucky. Another bad is that say you didn't get enough points in the starter levels you can't move on that far,
because I person like me is stuck on a level trying to make enough points, but that doesn't stop me! In the end I can agree this is
a great VR puzzle game and I would definitely recommend this game to you! 10\/10!
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CubeWorks is a fun and fast-paced puzzle game made especially for VR. You have to use your spatial reasoning and physical
agility to fit blocks together quickly to beat each of the 20+ stages. The game starts simple and gets increasingly difficult
including some really crazy levels at the end.

Online leadboards will rank your scores on each level against your friends and players globally.

Great for showing VR to your friends.

I definitely recommend this if you're a fan of puzzle games and are looking for a new one that makes great use of VR.. I'm
always picky with VR Puzzle games and this one did it right! It got me sitting on the floor playing with blocks to solve simple
yet complicated puzzles. You get to a point where you need to align everything fast and line em up and connect em as fast as you
can! I've only played a little bit and plan to play a lot more the next time I get in my Vive!
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